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Introduction
In the past few years, attacks have hit major organizations world-wide. The perpetrators of these attacks
are determined to achieve their goals and are characterized by usually advanced methods and persistence
(APTs). A crucial part in the success of the attack involves maneuvering the network of the target and
compromising the credentials of the domain administrators, in order to gain complete control of the
target network.
At Black Hat Europe 2015, Ian Haken in his talk "Bypassing Local Windows Authentication to Defeat Full
Disk Encryption" demonstrated a sophisticated attack that allows the attacker to bypass BitLocker disk
encryption in an enterprise domain environment. The attacker can do so by connecting the unattended
computer into a rogue Domain Controller and abusing a client side authentication vulnerability. These
types of attacks are known as an “Evil Maid” attack, as the attack has to have physical access to the target
in order to carry out the attack.
As a result of this “Evil Maid” attack, Microsoft released some patches to fix this vulnerability and mitigate
the attack (MS15-122 and MS16-014). While being a clever attack, the physical access requirement for
the attack seems to be prohibitive and would prevent it from being used on most APT campaigns. As a
result, defenders might not correctly prioritize the importance of patching it.
The “Remote Malicious Butler” attack is an extension of this attack, demonstrating how attackers can
utilize the original attack take control over a remote computer and thus enabling an attacker to maneuver
in a target network. In this document, we dive into the technical details of the attack including the rogue
Domain Controller, the client-side vulnerability and the Kerberos authentication protocol network traffic
that ties them. We suggest some practical defensive recommendations, to help defenders protect their
networks against such attacks.

The Essentials of Logon in the Windows Domain Environment
The following section describes some key aspects of the logon process in the Windows Domain
environment. Familiarity with these elements is crucial for the understanding of the attacks described
on the following sections. Please note that some of the exact technical details may have been simplified
for brevity.

When Domain Controller is Available: The Kerberos Protocol
When the Domain Controller is available, the authentication (e.g. verification of the user’s password) is
performed against it, via the Kerberos protocol.
The Kerberos protocol is an authentication and authorization protocol, standardized and maintained by
the IETF (mainly in RFC 41201) and implemented by many Operating Systems (OS), including but not
limited to Windows, Linux and Mac OSX.
The Kerberos protocol enables the transparent Single-Sign-On (SSO) user experience. The SSO enables
users to actively authenticate (i.e. provide their password) only once even though they access various
services.

Kerberos Message Flow
The Kerberos authentication and authorization protocol works in the following manner:
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Figure 1 Kerberos Authentication Flow

1. The user provides the Domain Name, user name and password to logon to the computer.
2. The computer authenticates to the Authentication Server (AS) residing on the Kerberos Key
Distribution Center (KDC). Accordingly, the KDC provides the computer with a Ticket Granting
Ticket (TGT). The TGT is a token which enables the computer to request access to services without
having the user to re-supply their credentials.
3. Each time the computer attempts to access a service, it first identifies itself to the Domain
Controller (DC), residing on the KDC, with the TGT as provided earlier by the AS. The DC, through
its Ticket Granting Server (TGS), provides the user with a ticket for the particular requested
service, encrypted with the target service’s long term key (derived from its password).
4. The user provides the service ticket to the service. Since the ticket is encrypted with the
service’s long term key and was validated by the TGS, the service grants access according to the
authorization data specified in the ticket. Accordingly, the connection between the user and the
service is established.
In Windows networks the KDC is implemented in the Active Directory (AD) service on the Domain
Controller (DC) server. Therefore, we will use KDC, AD and DC interchangeably throughout this
document.

Note that for subsequent access requests only steps 3 and 4 are repeated and the Authentication Server
(AS) is not involved in these transactions. The provided TGT is used as a proof that a successful
authentication had taken place.
The user credentials are only used in the preliminary authentication stage. From thereafter, the Kerberos
protocol only uses the TGT ticket. On the one hand, this feature improves the efficiency of the protocol.
On the other hand, the TGT token now becomes a single point of failure in the authentication and
authorization process.

Users’ and Computers’ Logon Process
In a domain environment, a computer is assigned with an account name (with a fixed ‘$’ suffix) and
credentials2. The computer itself also mutually authenticates against the DC via the Kerberos protocol. A
successful authentication between computer and its DC, is often referred to as “Domain Trust
Relationship”, or more simply as “Domain Trust” (The term is often used in a negative manner, for
cases in which the computer is unable to authenticate against the DC and the user is prompted with a
“"The trust relationship between this workstation and the primary domain failed" message3).

Figure 2 Computer’s authentication message flow, as captured on the wire: aoratoressrv8 computer authenticates

The user logon process is a special case of the Kerberos authentication, in which the target server is
the computer the user wants to logon to. The service ticket is encrypted by the computer’s password.
As a result, the Domain Trust is validated on a successful user’s logon.

Figure 3 Logon process message flow, as captured on the wire: user bugsb logons to aoratoressrv8 computer
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When Domain Controller is Unavailable: Cached Credentials
When the Domain Controller is not available, the authentication (e.g. verification of the user’s password)
must be performed locally. To support this very relevant scenario, Microsoft Windows caches previous
users' logon information locally.
When a new user successfully logs on to a computer, a digest of the user’s password is created and
stored along with additional data in the registry.

Figure 4 A screenshot of Cached Credentials, stored in the registry

The digest algorithm (for Windows Vista and onwards4) is often referred to as MS-Cache2 or MS-DCC2
(Domain Cached Credentials) and is calculated as follows5:

1. The password is encoded using UTF-16-LE.
2. The MD4 digest of step 1 is calculated. (The result of this is identical to the nthash digest of the
password).
3. The unicode username is converted to lowercase, and encoded using UTF-16-LE. This should be
just the plain username (e.g. User not SOMEDOMAIN\\User)
4. The username from step 3 is appended to the digest from step 2; and the MD4 digest of the result
is calculated
5. PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA1 is then invoked, using the result of step 4 as the secret, the username from
step 3 as the salt, 10240 rounds, and resulting in a 16 byte digest.
6. The result of step 5 is encoded into hexadecimal; this is the DCC2 hash.
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The digest is stored in the registry in the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SECURITY\Cache hive. This hive is only
accessible by the System Account and its contents are encrypted.

The Change of Password Procedure in the Domain Environment
The change of password procedure is an important part of managing the user’s credentials lifecycle.

Figure 5 - Windows UI for the change of a user’s password

The change of password is also implemented via the Kerberos protocol6:
1. Using its (old) domain credentials, the user authenticates against the KDC’s
KADMIN/CHANGEPW service, dedicated for the change of password task.
2. The user sends the new password in an encrypted message of the KPASSWD protocol. The
password string is needed (and not a digest) so that the KDC will be able to enforce password
complexity.

Figure 6 Network Traffic flow of a successful change of password procedure
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A successful change of password process, triggers the update of the user’s Cached Credentials store on
the machine of which the update was performed.
Note, that this procedure only involves the users’ credentials and does not validate Domain Trust (i.e.
the machine’s domain authentication or keys)

The “Evil Maid” Attack
The attack scenario
An “Evil Maid” attack is one where the attacker has physical access to the victim’s unattended
computer. The term was coined by Joanna Rutkowska on 20097: “You leave your laptop (can be even
fully powered down) in a hotel room and go down for a breakfast… Meanwhile an Evil Maid enters your
room.”
The main challenge of this scenario is dealing with Hard Drive’s (HD) hardware based encryption. If the
HD is not encrypted, the problem becomes trivial, as the attacker can just mount it to another
computer.
Rutkowska’s attack was based on booting the victim computer from an evil USB. Other researchers
(Halderman et al8) suggested the “cold-boot” attack. In this attack, the encryption keys are extracted
from the RAM of a powered-down computer and used to decrypt the hard drive.

The “Evil Maid” Attack via Cached Credentials Poisoning
At Black Hat Europe 2015, Ian Haken9 presented10 a novel “Evil Maid” attack that leverages the change
password mechanism in order to bypass Windows authentication and gain access to a machine. The
attack worked as follows:
1. The attackers set up a new rogue DC with the same domain name as of the victim’s
computer. The name of the domain and can be easily extracted from the lock screen UI.
2. On the rogue DC, the attackers create a user account with the same username as the user
logged-on to the victim machine. As in before, the username can be easily extracted from
the lock screen UI. The user’s password on the Rogue DC is controlled by the attackers and
they set it to be expired and as a result, a password change will be requested by the DC on
the user’s next logon.
3. The attackers physically connect the victim machine to the Rogue DC.
4. The attackers log on with the password they previously set on the rogue DC and is prompted
to change it.
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5. The attackers change the password to another arbitrary password. This password is updated
in the victim’s computer’s Cached Credentials
6. The attackers disconnect the victim machine from the rogue DC
7. Now that there is no DC, a Cached Credentials logon is performed, and the attackers logs on
with their new password (created on step 5)

Figure 7- The "Evil Maid" attack, illustrated. Triangles represents DCs

This attack is successful, as the change password procedure does not validate the domain trust, which
enables attackers to change the user’s password even though they don’t have the machine credentials.
As a result of the successful password change, the Cached Credentials are updated (“poisoned”) with
the attackers’ supplied password.
If the target machine is left connected to the rogue DC and the attackers try to logon, the attempt would
fail, as the attackers’ Rogue DC doesn’t have the computer’s key and thus the machine identifies that
the Domain Trust Relationship is not verified. The user would be prompted with the following message:

Figure 8- Broken trust prompt.

However, when the machine is disconnected and the attacker logons, the machine checks the provided
credentials against its cached credential store. That cache is poisoned with an attacker-chosen password
and thus the logon is successful. After logon, attackers gain access to sensitive information on the
machine and is able to install a backdoor to enable them to return to the computer in future.
This elegant attack which does not involve executing a single line of attackers’ code on the victim’s
computer, had been fully automated by the researcher, and released as the open source “bluebox”
project11.

Anti-“Evil Maid” Attack Patches
The root cause weakness which enables the attack is that the change password procedure does not
validate the domain trust, which enables attackers to change the user’s password even though they
don’t have the machine credentials. This vulnerability was assigned with the CVE-2015-609512
The relevant Windows patch (MS15-12213) addressed that root cause by adding a check for the Domain
Trust to the change password procedure, by thus preventing the Cached Credentials poisoning.
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Later on researchers (Nabeel Ahmed and Tom Gilis14) had found out that this fix is incomplete as the
Domain Trust is not properly validated (CVE-2016-004915) and a subsequent patch was released to
address it (ms16-01416).
The same researchers had identified additional Windows vulnerabilities (currently patched), related to
Domain Trust validation that could lead to Privileges Escalation.
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The “Remote Butler” Attack: The “Evil Maid” Meets the Cyber Kill-Chain
Advanced attackers (APTs) attack their victims’ networks, by abusing the authentication mechanisms,
usually with the use of compromised credentials. Since the “Evil maid” attack implements an elegant (no
credentials needs to be compromised) and efficient (can be fully automated) method of bypassing
authentication controls, it theoretically presents an invaluable new tool for such attackers. However, the
“Evil Maid” attack requires the attackers to have a physical access to the victim computers, which the
attackers lack in the vast majority of their attacks. In this section we present the “Remote Butler” attack
which enables attackers to perform the “Evil Maid” attack in a network environment, with no physical
access.

The Cyber Kill-Chain
The Cyber Kill-chain is an accepted model to describe Advanced attackers (APT) modus operandi (MOs).
The model was first presented by Lockheed Martin17, and since then many parties had suggested a more
detailed model. In this section we would use the one suggested by the Microsoft Advanced Threat
Analytics (ATA) group.

The attack is divided into three main phases, denoted by different colors:
1. Initial phase: this phase starts with the initial attackers’ information gathering on their tearget,
continues with their initial penetration into the network and ends when the attackers
compromise a single set of Domain credentials
2. Intermediate phase: By abusing their single single set of domain credentials, attackers connect
to more machines, compromise credentials found on them and repeat until they find Domain
17
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Admin Credentials. With these credentials, attackers can compromise the DC and obtain all
domain credentials.
3. Final phase: Now the attackers have all Domain credentials in their possession, they still need to
find the data relevant to their attack and exfiltrate it to their servers.
As we can see, domain credentials are the fuel that propels the Lateral Movement engine. They are
critical for the first phase (in fact they are its goals) and very helpful for the second phase. Thus, the “Evil
Maid” attack would be very relevant for attackers, should it was applicable to the network access
scenario and not only to the physical access one.

A Deeper Look into the Cyber Kill-Chain Initial Phase
As stated above, obtaining a single set of domain credentials is the goal of this attackers’ phase.

Figure 9 The Cyber Kill-Chain Initial Phase in Details

In many attacks, the first foothold obtained in the “network infiltration” step, is a non-domain joined
machine, which can be a result of the hacking of some internet facing network asset, such as a web
server (“web shell” hacking18), a Router, a Security device or any other IoT device. In that situation, the
attacker faces the non-trivial challenge of moving into a domain-joined machine, in order to proceed to
the next attack phase. If the “Evil Maid” attack would have been applicable to the network access
scenario, it would have made a perfect attack for this phase.
A real-world example for this phase can be found in the attackers’ account19 of their attack on the
“HackingTeam” company. The attackers compromised a non-domain joined network device (“Network
Infiltration” step), discovered a network storage device that did not require authentication (“Internal
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Recon” step) and finally extracted Domain credentials from a VM backup stored on the vulnerable
network storage device (“Domain Infiltration” step)

The “Remote Butler” Attack in Details
The “Remote Butler” attack is, in essence, an extension of the “Evil Maid” attack, originally designed for
the physical access scenario, for the network access scenario, which is the relevant scenario in APT
attacks.
The attack steps are as follows:
1. Attackers first compromise a machine in the network. The machine is not necessarily domainjoined, and may not include any domain credentials on it.
2. Attackers install the needed rogue DC functionality on the breached machine (can use the
aforementioned “Bluebox” project)
3. Attackers use a reconnaissance tool (such as nmap20) in order to find machine with an open
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) port (3389).
4. Attackers passively sniffs adjacent machines’ traffic to monitor user activity and logons, in
order to identify vulnerable machines:
a. Their traffic is seen and hence hijack-able
b. Their logged-on user is away from the machine (late at night, for example).
5. Attackers manipulate the routing of such vulnerable machines’ network traffic to the DC, so
that such traffic so that it would go through to their machine (e.g. ARP poisoning21).
6. Attackers now perform the “Evil Maid” attack using RDP access:
a. Configure the rogue DC according to the details in the UI
b. Create a password change procedure with Rogue DC to poison the Cached Credentials
7. Attackers stop answering from the Rogue DC, thus triggering a Cached Credentials logon, with
the attacker’s controlled changed password
8. Attackers are now logged-on to the victim’s computer and extract the original domain user’s
Domain credentials (e.g. NTLM hash) from memory by using some memory dumping tool (e.g.
Mimkatz22), thus making this computer accessible even when it returns to its original DC,
without installing any additional backdoor.
9. Attackers clean-up the traces of their attack by restoring the original Cached Credentials
values using the extracted NTLM hash and return the computer’s traffic to the original DC
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Figure 10- "Remote Butler" attack, illustrated. Triangles are DCs

“Evil Maid” has now been fully translated to “Remote Butler”; instead of a physical rogue DC, attackers
have a breached machine, the physical cables are transformed into a routing manipulation attack to
hijack the Kerberos traffic and physical access is transformed into RDP access.
In the subsections below, we will take a deeper look into some of the new, non-trivial attack steps.

The “Remote Butler”: RDP Reconnaissance Method
We had seen that attackers’ use RDP reconnaissance data as part of the “Remote Butler” attack, to
configure their rogue DC with the relevant domain name and user. (Alternatively, attackers can obtain
this information from the analysis of the machine’s traffic )

Figure 11 RDP lock-screen: Domain's and logged-on user's name are visible

However, attackers’ might find such information to be relevant for other attack phases, too. In the
aforementioned intermediate cyber kill-chain phase, we mentioned that attackers are looking for
Domain Admins credentials, to enable them to get that phase goal: DC access.
Attackers can achieve this goal by using RDP reconnaissance, which to the best of our knowledge, was
not discussed before in that context. By connecting to all network accessible machines via RDP,
attackers can find machines that domain admins are currently logged-on to. As a result, the attacker can
target these machines, either via the “Remote Butler” attack or any other method, to obtain the Domain
admin credentials.

The “Remote Butler”: Compromising the Original User’s Domain Credentials
As explained above, compromising a Domain credentials set is the raison d'être of this attack phase.
Since the attackers change the original user password, we might expect that the victim user’s original
credentials are lost. (Of course, Domain credentials can still be obtained “by chance”, if other Domain
users has still live sessions on the computer, or the Domain credentials are saved in some text files, emails etc.)
However, it seems that in the case of a password change (any password change – not related to the
specific of the “Evil Maid”/”Remote Butler” attack), the old password’s keys still remain in memory.

Figure 12 A Mimikatz memory dump of a session in which the password was changed, both NTLM hashes (old and new) are
highlighted

Therefore, attackers can be sure they will be able to extract Domain Credentials as a result of their
“Remote Butler” attack.

The “Remote Butler”: Clean-up Step
In most cases, an explicit clean-up of the “Remote Butler” attack is not needed. Once the attackers
reroute the victim machine to talk back with its original DC, the attack will naturally “evaporate” from
the attacked computer: When the original users’ logon (when they arrive at work in the morning, for
example), they use their original password to authenticate against the original DC, which in turn updates
the Cached Credentials to erase the attackers’ password and restores the original password.
However, if the victims had disconnected their machine from the network (e.g. they arrive at work in the
morning, and take their laptop into a meeting room which offers no LAN connectivity), they will be
unable to logon to their computer, as the Cached Credentials remains poisoned with the attackers’
password. This scenario might draw unwanted suspicion to the attackers’ campaign, and therefore
attackers would like to prevent it.
As mentioned above, MsCacheV2 is derived from the username and from an MD4 hash of the user’s
password (which is his NTLM hash). In the change password process, the old NTLM hash is kept in
memory as well, which means that if local administrator privileges are available – they can be extracted.
A Cached Credentials entry holds the username, domain name, last update time and other data. The last
part of the entry is encrypted and it holds the MsCacheV2. The data can be decrypted using the NL$KM
registry key (SECURITY\Policy\Secrets\NL$KM), which in turn decrypted using the LSA registry key
(SECURITY\Policy\PolEKList)23. The LSA registry key is encrypted using the ‘boot’ key, which is comprised
of four different registry keys (SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa\{JD,Skew1,GBG,Data})24 and
requires SYSTEM privileges to access.
Once attackers obtained the old NTLM hash, they can revert the Cached Credentials to the old ones (of
the old password). Some open-source tools (e.g. Mimikatz) already implement that functionality.
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Figure 13 – Using Mimikatz to replace the MsCacheV2 entry with the old NTLM hash

Once the Cached Credentials are reverted, the attackers’ generated entry is erased and the old
password can be used again to log on. As a result, the victim user is non-the-wiser about the attack
taking place.

Mitigation
We recommend on three major ways to mitigate this attack and make it infeasible: Patching, Hardening
and Defense-in-Depth policy.

Patching
Advanced attackers mainly use compromised credentials to move laterally within the network, but when
they learn about some known and proved vulnerability they do not hesitate to use them, as shown by
the JPCERT data below.

Figure 14 In many advanced attacks incidents, attackers use known vulnerabilities25

Patching the vulnerabilities related to the original “Evil Maid” attack, would prevent the “remote Butler”
attack too.
Note that organizations which had deprioritized the patching of these “Evil Maid” related vulnerabilities,
due to the fact that the “Evil Maid” attack required physical access, need to reassess their prioritization
now, as “Remote Butler” attack makes these vulnerabilities exploitable remotely over the network too.

Hardening
By securely configuring the protocols relevant to the “Remote Butler” attack (RDP) and the “Evil Maid”
attack (Kerberos), defenders can avoid these attacks in the first place.
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RDP hardening with Network Level Authentication (NLA)
“Network Level Authentication is an authentication method that can be used to enhance RD Session
Host server security by requiring that the user be authenticated to the RD Session Host server before a
session is created.

Figure 15 Configuring RDP NLA

Network Level Authentication completes user authentication before you establish a remote desktop
connection and the logon screen appears. This is a more secure authentication method that can help
protect the remote computer from malicious users and malicious software. The advantages of Network
Level Authentication are:


It requires fewer remote computer resources initially.



The remote computer uses a limited number of resources before authenticating the user,
rather than starting a full remote desktop connection as in previous versions.”26

Under this setting, each remote user must authenticate and get authorization prior to the establishment
of the RDP session. This will prevent the “Remote Butler” attackers to maneuver from a non-domain
joined machine to a domain joined machine as the RDP would require them to domain authenticate
them beforehand.

Kerberos Armoring
Kerberos Armoring is a standardized extension (RFC 611327) of the Kerberos protocol. It adds security to
the user and DC’s Kerberos protocol conversation, by building on the previously established trust
between the machine and the DC (Domain Trust Relationship).
Specifically, Kerberos Armoring adds:


Authenticated Kerberos Error Messages – Error message that previously couldn’t have been
authenticated, are now encrypted with a key that depends on the previous machine to DC
authentication



Additional protection for the user’s authentication – the user’s encrypted timestamp is now
encrypted not only by the user’s key which is derived from its password which might be weak,
but also with a strong key that depends on the previous machine to DC authentication. As a byproduct, every Kerberos authentication, including for the change password procedure, must be
performed after a Domain Trust is established.

26
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Figure 16 A Kerberos Error message with Kerberos Armoring: Encrypted part is highlighted

Each of these properties, breaks the “Evil Maid” attack’s change password via a rogue DC. The target
computer will reject the rogue DC’s error message and change password authentication process, as the
rogue DC does not know the relevant machine key, required for the Kerberos Armoring.

Figure 17 Configuring Kerberos Armoring

Kerberos armoring is supported by Windows since Windows 8 and Server 201228

Defense-in-Depth
The Cyber Kill-chain model which describes the Advanced Attackers Modus Operandi, carries an implicit
promise for defenders. The Kill-chain, as any other chain, is only as strong as its weakest link. As a result,
should the defenders discover the attackers’ doings in ANY part of their attack, the attack can be
defeated.

28
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Therefore, by placing some relevant detection capabilities in advance within the network, aiming to
detect as many of the different Cyber Kill-chain steps as possible, defenders can remain safe. Even if
defenders are unprepared for a certain attack (e.g. the “Remote Butler” attack) which impacts certain
steps of the Cyber Kill-chain, they still have enough opportunities to catch the attack campaign in other
steps, and thwart the attack altogether.

Conclusions
As we’ve seen, the “Evil Maid” attack is an elegant attack, however it has a major drawback: it requires
physical access to the target machine.

Figure 18 The "Evil maid" vs. the "Remote Butler" attack

This paper introduces the following new findings:


A new attack, the “Remote Butler”, which extends the original “Evil Maid” attack into the
network-oriented scenario, which makes it relevant to APT scenarios, including the novel
contributions of:
o

Network access via RDP

o

Rogue DC as a malware’s payload

o

Network connectivity to the rogue DC with some network manipulations

o

Non-trivial Domain Credentials extraction from memory

o

Clean up method to clean the Cache Credentials store and erase attack tarces from the
victim machine



A previously undiscussed internal network reconnaissance method via RDP, which may use
either in conjunction with the “Remote Butler” attack or independently



A previously undiscussed general mitigation for both “Evil Maid” and “Remote Butler” attacks,
by using the standard “Kerberos Armoring” hardening feature.

We had shown some practical protection solution against such attacks, by applying patches, protocol
hardening and most importantly having a Defense-in-Depth policy against the cyber Kill-chain.

